
 LECTURE 7 SEMANTIC AND PRAGMATIC ASPECTS OF 

 

TRANSLATION 

 

 

PROBLEMS FOR DISCUSSION: 

1. The role of semantic, syntactic and pragmatic relations. 

2. The effect of the pragmatic motivation of the original message. 

3. The effect of the receptor of the text relation 

4. The effect of the translator’s angel of view 

5. The problem of translatability 

6. The rendering of the words of national colouring 

7. The way of rendering realies 

1. THE ROLE OF SEMANTIC, SYNTACTIC AND 

 

^ PRAGMATIC RELATIONS 

Semantics /the science investigating the general properties of sign system/ 

distinguish the following types of relations: 

 

1. semantic (sign to object), 

2. syntactic (sign to sign), 

3. pragmatic (sign to man). 

 

 One of the two texts / the original and its translation should be semantically 

equivalent sets a relationship between the linguistic science and their denatata 

(referents). The goal of translation is to produce a text, bearing the same relation to the 

extralinguistic situation as the original. Semantic equivalence of message does not 

necessary to imply semantic identify of each linguistic sign. Semantically equivalent 

utterances include not only those, made up of the semantically identical signs/ as for 

instance, He lives in Paris – Ол Парижде тұрады, but also utterances comprising 

different sets of signs which in the theory totality at up denotates the same types of 

relationship to the extralinguistic world and denotate the same extralinguistic situation 

(e.g. Wet paint – Біз сурет саламыз).  

Semantic relation effect translation both in the initial stage of analysis and in 

producing the target – language text of the translator to As distinct from semantic 

relations, syntactic relations are important only at the stage of analysis since relations 

between linguistic signs are essential for their semantic interpretation (e.g. Bill hits John 

and John hits Bill). But also they may be occasionally preserved in translation, the 

translator does not set himself this goal, very often and syntactically non-equivalent 

utterances prove to be semantically equivalent: He was considered invisible – Ол 

көрінбейтін адам. 

 



Pragmatic relations are superimposed on semantic relations and play an equally 

important role in analyzing the original text, and in producing an equivalent text in the 

target language. Semantically equivalent message do not necessary mean the same 

thing to the source and target language receptors, and therefore are not necessary 

pragmatically equivalent. The phrases “ He made 15 yard and run”- « Ол он бес қадам 

жүгірді» are semantically equivalent for they denote the same situation but the 

American reader, familiar with American football will extract far more information 

from it then Kazakh counterpart who would neither understand the aim of the manourre 

nor appreciate the football player’s performance. The pragmatic problem, involved in 

translation, arises from three types of pragmatic relations. The relation of the source – 

language sender to the original message; the relation of the target – language receptor 

to the target – language message and the relation both messages. 

2. THE EFFECT OF THE PRAGMATICMOTIVATION OF THE 

ORIGINAL MESSAGE 

The first type of relations’ amount to the sender’s communicative intent or the 

pragmatic motivation of the original message. The translator, in other words, should be 

aware whether the message is a statement of fact a request, an entreaty or a joke. Very 

often the speaker’s communicative intent differs from what of fact in which case it 

would be translated as “Мен білмеймін” but also expression or hesitation “Сізге не 

керек?» “What gives?” in American slang may either a question “Сізде не бар?” or 

just a greeting “ Салем”. “Is Mr. Brown there, please” is not a question but a 

distinguished request “Телефонға Мистер Браунды шақырып жіберіңізші”. 

 

 

3. THE EFFECT OF THE RECEPTOR TO THE TEXT RELATION 

Prof. A.Newbert / Text and Translation/ has proposed a classification of texts 

depending on their orientation towards different types of receptors: Texts, Intended for 

“domestic consumption” /local advertising, legislation, home news, etc./, texts intended 

primarily for the source – language receptor but having also a universal human appeal 

/ belle- letters/ and texts without any specific national addresses / scientific literature/. 

Typically, in written translation the translator deals with the text, not intended for 

target- language audience and therefore subject to pragmatic adaptations. Allowances 

are made for sociocultural: psychological and other differences in their background 

knowledge. 

According to E.Nida / Linguistics and ethnology in translation problems/ /Language 

in culture and society; Language structure and translation. /, “snow” –white is translated 

into one of the African languages as a feathers of a “white heron.” Pragmatic factors 

mat effect the scope of semantic information conveyed in translating. Differences in 

background knowledge call for the addition of deletion of some information / e.g. “Part 

of the nuclear station in Cuberland has been closed down”-«Каберленд 

элетростанциясының біраз бөлігі жаьылып қалды”; “According to Newsweek”- 

“Ньюсвик журналының хабары бойынша”/. Some cultural realize may be translated 



by their functional analogies/Америка империализмининг жандарми -a watchdog of 

US imperialism – from story about the 7 th US Fleet/ 

3. THE EFFECT OF THE TRANSLATOR’S ^ ANGLE OF VIEW 

Another pragmatic factor relevant to translation, is the socio-psychological and 

ideological orientation of the translator himself. 

Translation is a process, determined by quite a number of factors. In addition to 

conveying the semantic information, contained in the text, the detonational meanings 

and emotive-stylistic connotations, the translator has to take into account the 

author’scommunicative intent the type of an audience for which the message is intended 

socio-psiological characteristics and back-ground of knowledge. A process governed 

by so many variables cannot have a single outcome. 

A process, governed by so many variable cannot have a single outcome. What is 

more, the synonymic and paraphrasing potential of language is so high that these may 

be several ways of describing the same extralinguistic situation, and even though they 

be not quite identical, the differences may be neutralized by the context. It should also 

be remembered that the translator’s decision may very depend on the receptor/ of the 

translation of realia, for the specialists and for the laymen/ and the purpose of 

translation. 

If the old and the modernized version of the Bible: a woman, who had an evil spirit 

in her that had kept her such for 18 years... . A woman who for 18 years had been ill 

from some psyological cause. Also the poetic translation of Shakespeare by 

Pasternak and the scholarly translation by prof. Morozov. 

 

 

Lecture 8 THE PROBLEM OF TRANSLATABILITY 
Conflicting views have been expressed by linguistic concerning the problem of 

translatability ranging from entirely negative stand, typical of national spirit and the 

nation’s world view and therefore regarded translation as an impossible task, to an 

unqualified positive attitude, found in many contemporary writings on translation. The 

very fact that translation makes interlinguial communication, possible is in argument in 

favor of translatability. 

Yet it is an oversimplication to claim that every meaningful element of the text is 

translatable. 

In the preface to the “Adventures of Huckleberry Finn” Mark Twain says, that he 

had reproduces in the book “ painstakingly and with the ...” support of personal 

familiarity the shadings of a number of dialects/The Missouri Negro dialects the 

backwoods – South- Western dialect, the Pike- country dialect, etc.../. Naturally none 

of these fine distractions can be reflected in the translation. 

Yet by using colloquial and substandard forms the translator can give an adequate 

impression of the character’s socio and educational status and will render the most 

essential, functional characteristics of these dialects features. 

 



 

6. THE RENDERING OF THE WORDS OF NATIONAL/ LOCAL/ COLOURING 

National or local coloring is one of the main features of national peculiarities in 

literature. Here belong the following elements: 

1. The world denoting things peculiar to the social and material life of the Nation// 

реалии /- star chamber- вьездная палата; камин; дилитанс; клуб. 

2. Proper names, geographical denominations, names of streets, big shops, theatres. 

3. The way of greetings, formulas of politeness/ Hello, sir / 

4. Linear measures, liquid measures, day measures /мера сыпучих тел /. 

The translation of realiy usually presents some difficulties. It’s necessary to have a 

thorough knowledge of the life of the nation to avoid ridiculous mistakes. Here are 

some ways of translating the words of local coloring: by translator / cab –кеб, ser- сер/. 

It helps to preserve foreign coloring in the translation, but the word translated should 

be clear to the reader. Otherwise, the disruptive translation is desirable. 

-“A tall man entered the room. He wore a tweed coat and a pair of hob- nails” 

-“Tweed” – a kind of Scottish woolen stuff dyed into two colors. 

-«В комнату вошёл высокий человек. На нём была куртка сшитая из твида и 

подбитые гвоздями сапоги». 

But for the Russian and Kazakh readers it is not clear what the word “tweed” means 

that’s why it’s better to translate the sentence as follows: 

В комнату вошёл высокий человек, одетый в шерстяную куртку. 

But if we have no idea of the context we can’t say if the translation is correct. First of 

all we should find out for what reason the author mentioned the fact that the coat was 

made of tweed. After the reading the story we learn that the person who entered the 

room was a detective distinguished as a pleasant. So the translation should be as 

follows: 

-В комнату вошёл человек, одетый в простую крестьянскую куртку. 

If the author wanted to accentual that it was cold outside he should have translated it as 

follows: 

-В комнату вошёл человек, одетый в тёплую шерстяную куртку. 

 

THE WAYS OF RENDERING REALIAES. 

Proper names, geographical denominations are rendered as a rule by means of 

transliteration, but we should take into account concerning historical proper names, 

geographical denominations, etc. 

William the conquer – Вильгельм завоеватель 

King Charles I – Карл I 

 But Charles Darwin – Чарлз Дарвин / 

Hamlet – Гамлет 

Paris- Париж 

England - Англия. 



The names of political parties and state offices are usually not translated. The names 

of newspapers and journals are usually translated, as well as the names of firms and 

companies: 

House of Commons – Палата общин 

Security council –Совет безопасности 

But Scotland yard –Скотленд ярд / управление Лондонской полиции/ 

Intelligence service – интележенс сервис/развед управления Англии/ 

But: modern languages - модерн ленгвижес 

New time - новое время 

We translate the proper names which make some semantic meanings: 

dramatic / театральное/ persons of “ The Scholl for scandal” by Sheridan. 

Sir Peter Teazle /ворс / 

Sir Oliver Surface 

Sir Harry Bumpler- /амортизатор, прибор, смягчающий удары/ 

Sir Benjamin Backbite –/ to blackbite - злословить за стеной, клеветать/ 

Joseph Surface 

Charles Surface 

Careless 

Snake 

Crabtree / crab- дикая яблоня/ 

Jady sneerwall- / to sneer – глушиться/ 

Mrs. Candour- / искренность, прямота/ 

Formulas of politeness are rendered by means of transliterations. But in official 

documents and informations “Господин” and “ Госпожа” are usually used. 

As for as linear measures, liquid measures and etc. They are usually rendered by 

means of transliteration, but the tradition is also taken into consideration: 

A pound of sterling – фунт стерлинг 

Ounce – унция 

Mile- миля 

Pint –пинта 

Some peculiarities of English measures are not reflected in Russian: 

Six months- полгода 

Eighteen month –полтора года 

Fortnight- две недели 

The peculiarities of the English language are extremely exact indications of 

measures, which seem for Russian quite unusual: 

He could take nothing for dinner but a partridge with an imperial “cab”. 

1. Наёмный экипаж /we want for example to stress that the hero was rich/ 

2. Кеб /we have for an object to preserve national coloring/ 

3. Извозчик / russian coloring / 

4. Такси /modern life/ 



 

 

 QUESTIONS FOR SELF-CONTROL: 

 

1. What is the role of semantic, stylistic and pragmatic relations in translation. 

2.  What is the effects of the pragmatic motivation of the original message? 

3. 3. Speak about the effect of the receptor to the text relation. 

4.  What are the main features of rendering of the words of national colouring? 

5.  How do you understand the problem of translatability? 

6. What is pragmatics? 

 

INDEPENDENT WORK: 

1. Pragmatics and translations 

2. Translation as an act of communication 

3. Translation and national world picture 
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